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Old maker, check out who is here!
Prime Minister Li Keqiang went to investigate China Aerospace Science & Industry Corp（CASIC）of the central enterprises
"Double Effect" exhibition in the afternoon of April 27, 2017. Accompanied with Mr. Gao Hongwei, Chairman of CASIC,
Prime Minister Li Keqiang came to Hangtian Chang Xing booth, the external management of aerospace enterprise. Mr. Gao
specially introduced the Chairman of Hang Tian Chang Xing, Mr. Yang Naiwen (Allen Yang) who devoted to the
performance of entrepreneurship and innovation. He is 73 years old, and he’s worked in CASIC for decades.
The scene was relaxed and the Prime minister shook hands with Mr.Yang , praising and encouraging him. The most
touching thing is that three people in the picture are smiling!

Chairman Gao seems to be saying, "old maker, look, who is here!
Prime Minister Li Keqiang : continue to create and innovate!
Mr. Yang Naiwen: "My aerospace complexes are very deep."!
When the news of Mr Yang reporting to Premier Li Keqiang hit the company, all employees stood up and applauded. The
performance of the company for three consecutive years, was not a joke that the annual growth rate reached about 50%.
From the factor of procurement, outsourcing, production, inspection, debugging, sales, after-sales and other aspects have
been doubling, the pressure can be imagined. We would be confident. We forecasted our growth rate would be still 50%
this year!
As a small enterprises of external innovation team of aerospace enterprises, Hang Tian Chang Xing got great attention
from the Casicloud, not only because they both have achievements in Entrepreneurship and innovation, , but also they’ve
seen far-reaching cooperation prospects on the road for “double effect “.
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